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Abstract - 22 priority seating signs have been collected in public transit based on three groups: English speaking countries 
like UK, USA, Canada, and Australia; a multilingual country, namely, Singapore; and China where English, as a foreign 
language, is requested in metropolitan transit. By conducting a contrastive study on how these signs convey information 
while performing interpersonal, moral and cultural functions, this essay reveals implications of these versions on public 
signage in respective societies. After probing into divergence in semantic，syntactic and pragmatic facets，the essay 
verifies possibilities of varied versions in the light of language and culture, language and decision-making, language and 
communication style. The study reveals innate reasons for writing different versions of the same sign form cultural 
perspectives.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Public signs are written and posted by functional 
departments, thus they serve as cultural, ideological, 
psychological and social appeals made by an 
authority. Even an ubiquitous sign on the bus or 
metro, namely, “Priority Seating”, is observed by 
audience from different background and standpoints. 
As a result, interpretations vary and a reflection is 
triggered on cross-cultural elements involved.   
Collecting samples of signs from public transit takes 
time and patience, and finally 22 versions of “Priority 
Seats” are used for the purpose of this contrastive 
study. Thanks to Google pictures, tourists’ blogs and 
personally taken photos, this study established a mini 
language corpus, tentatively called “Signs of Priority 
Seats ” , seeing that in other places this sign may not 
thus expressed. The sources of texts include three 
groups: English speaking countries like UK, USA, 
Canada, and Australia; a multilingual country, 
namely, Singapore; and China where English, as a 
foreign language, is requested in metropolitan transit. 
Here are 22 versions classified based on their 
linguistic features. 
Noun phrases：  
a. Priority Seating/seats   
b. Reserved Seating   
c. Courtesy Seating  
d. Priority seating for elderly and handicapped  
e. Priority Seat for people who are disabled, pregnant 
or less able to stand   
 
Imperative sentences:  
f. Please offer these seats to the elderly or 
handicapped persons.  
g. Be considerate.  Give up this seat to a passenger 
with special needs. 
h. Vacate these seats upon request. 
i. Please vacate this seat for a disabled person, elderly 
person, or expectant mother. 

Noun phrases+ Imperative sentences： 
 j. Priority seating for Persons with Disabilities & 
Seniors  YIELD THESE SEATS  
k. Priority seating area - Please vacate these seats for 
the elderly or disabled passengers or mothers with 
small children. 
l. Courtesy Seating  Please offer this seat when 
someone is in need.   
m. Priority Seat  Please offer this seat to passengers 
with special needs. 
 
Simple sentences： 
n. Priority Seating must be vacated for persons with 
disabilities. 
o. These seats must be vacated for Seniors and 
Disabled Persons. 
p. These seats are reserved for persons with 
disabilities, seniors, pregnant women and anybody 
with reduced mobility who does not use a wheelchair.  
 
Complex sentences  
q. The seats at the front of every bus are reserved for 
senior citizens and people with disabilities.  Please 
give up these seats if they are needed. 
r．Priority seating  Please offer your seat if someone 
needs it more than you. School students using the 50-
cent student fare should stand for adults.  
s.  Priority Seat Please show consideration for others 
and give up this seat when required. This seat is 
intended for –Disabled passengers ---Expectant 
mothers ----Those carrying infants ---Elderly 
passengers  Please remember the need for this seat 
may not be immediately obvious. Thank you. 
t. Priority seats can be used by anyone, but they 
should be given up if they’re needed more by people 
with disabilities, expectant mothers, elderly 
passengers or those carrying infants. 
u.  Priority seating is for customers with disabilities 
and seniors. Please move when requested. 
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v. Please vacate this area when required by a 
passenger in a wheelchair, for people with 
disabilities, assistance dogs, seniors, pregnant 
women, or adults with strollers. 
 
The questions to be asked about all these signs are: 1. 
Why are there so many versions of a common sign 
asking passengers to give up their seats for courtesy 
reason?  2. What are the underlying reasons for 
functional departments to adopt such wording? 3. 
Among all the possible reasons, what are given 
priority to? What are the implications?  
 
II. ANALYSIS OF VARIED VERSIONS  
 
Language, when used to perform interpersonal, moral 
and cultural functions, must be measured. The 
departments putting up “Priority Seating” signs abide 
by certain norms, take social contexts into 
consideration, and decide on the language form, so 
that the sign serve as an appeal, a request, a warning, 
a reminder or propaganda. The sign, considering its 
range and number of audiences, reflects cultural 
diversity of three types of English-speaking countries: 
English as mother tongue, as official language and as 
second language.            
China has recently made a Standard for English 
Translation and Writing in Public Service, in which 
the Chinese counterpart of “Priority Seating ” 
(老弱病残席 the seat reserved for the elderly, the 
weak, the sick and the disables) was not literally 
translated into English. Instead, a version was 
borrowed from British public transit, namely, 
“Courtesy Seat.” This is the officially mandatory 
sign.  
Singapore MRT adopts either the noun phrase 
”Reserved Seating” or noun phrase+ imperative 
sentence “Priority Seat. Be considerate. Give up this 
seat to a passenger with special needs.” Pictures 
illustrate what “special needs” refers to. In this 
bilingual country, both English and traditional 
Chinese culture are praised highly. Government, for 
half a century, has played a leading role in 
establishing a moral norm which officially forbids 
smoking and chewing gum in public places. It is 
understandable that the denotation of “Priority 
Seating ” should be specified in public transit. 
 
Compared with the two Chinese speaking countries, 
the English world adopts more expressive and 
diversified versions. They deliberately break rules of 
public signage somewhere. For example, UK’s 
Southern Railways posted up this exceptionally 
lengthy sign, “ the Priority Seat Please show 
consideration for others and give up this seat when 
required. This seat is intended for –Disabled 
passengers ---Expectant mothers ----Those carrying 
infants ---Elderly passengers  Please remember the 
need for this seat may not be immediately obvious. 
Thank you.” The rule of economy is broken here. In 

another example, a Singaporean traveler remarked on 
his blog the sign on an American bus, “ Priority 
seating  Please offer your seat if someone needs it 
more than you. School students using the 50-cent 
student fare should stand for adults.” In an Asian’s 
mind, this wording of this sign is unconventional.  
Although the majority of signs listed are 
authoritative, conventional, economical, universal 
and practical, and thus well perform their social 
functions, the divergences between the previously 
mentioned examples shed a light on contrasting 
cultures between eastern and western world in 
today’s globalized social contexts.          
 
III. REASONS FOR THE DIVERGENCES  
 
If starting from the basic question, that is, why are 
there so many versions of a common sign asking 
passengers to give up their seats for courtesy reason, 
we observe that in two Chinese speaking countries, 
only two versions of “priority seating” are stipulated, 
both officially. There is no room for negotiation and 
the public willingly accept the general acquiescence 
that the seat you have taken is expected to be vacated 
if an elderly, a disabled or a weak passenger need it. 
In a culture advocating traditional virtues like 
respecting the old, treating the weak kindly and 
protecting women, the authorities make no attempts 
to produce an unnecessarily longer sign than 
“Courtesy Seat ” as in China or “Reserved Seating” 
as in Singapore. Although Singapore’s another 
version “Priority Seat. Be considerate. Give up this 
seat to a passenger with special needs” is long, it is 
not intended to remind passengers to be 
CONSIDERATE, in case that some should not notice 
“people with special needs” around.  
In the English speaking countries, “Priority Seating ” 
signs show distinctive features, evolved from the 
common expression “priority” or “courtesy” or 
“reserved” plus “seat”.  Steve Hirano, a former editor 
of transit/motorcoach and school bus magazines from 
U.S., shares his thoughts on the public transportation 
industry and how it is depicted in the media.     The 
following are versions of signs related to 
disabled/senior seating he collected:   
1．Please offer these seats to the elderly or 
handicapped persons.  
2．Yield priority seats.   
3．Priority seating for Persons with Disabilities & 
Seniors. YIELD THESE SEATS  
（http://stevehirano.typepad.com/） 
 
What makes them different from Asian versions is 
that a verb, acting as a request or an order is used. 
“Offer” and “Yield” shows emotions like anger, 
dissatisfaction and disappointment. According to his 
blog, his interviewees generally believe the wording 
should not be “too soft”. The same is true for the 
U.K. Southern Railway when it puts on a 40-word 
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sign ending with a “Thank You”. The violation to the 
writing convention of public signs can be nothing but 
an emotional outburst.  
In brief, American and British “Priority Seating” 
signs serve more as an expression of emotions and 

perform more interactive functions. Then, a question 
to be asked is: what are the social and cultural 
considerations behind such signs?  
Just have an analysis of linguistic features of the 22 
samples. 

 RATI
O 

EXPRESSION1 RATI
O 

EXPRESSION 2 RATIO 

NOUN PHARSES 5/22 NOUN/ADJECTIVE 
+SEATING（e.g.：p
riority seating） 

3 seating+prep- rational 
phrase 
（如：seating for 
elderly） 

2 

IMPERATIVE 
SENTENCE /NP + 
IMPERATIVE 
SENTENCE 

8/22 USE “please”  5 NO USE OF “please” 3 
 

SIMPLE 
SENTENCE 

3/22 PASSIVE VOICE    

复杂/复合句 6/22 USE “if”  3 USE “when” 3 

figure1: on syntax and grammar） 
 
The Chinese sign “Courtesy Seat”is a noun phrase 
with pictures illustrating who are with special needs. 
The premise of this sign is that Confucianism initiates 
kindness and benevolence, and the virtue is deep-
rooted in Chinese culture. Therefore, there is no need 
to exhort more. The Singapore is a multicultural 
country acknowledged for its priority given to 
traditional virtues advocated by its 
government，therefore, an appeal like “be 
considerate” is highlighted in the sign. In this sense, it 
serves more as a cultural publicity than a reminder.  
 Compared with Asian ones, American and British 
signs are more personalized.  
 
By adding a “thank you” at the end of the sign, the 
British on the one hand show politeness and good 
manners, which is culturally  inherent; on the other 
hand, it implies that the transport agent is worried 
about the condition and has to take all the trouble to 
remind crowded and tired passengers to abide by the 
train etiquette. Unlike British restraints from 
expressing personal emotions, Americans are 
straightforward and speak out from a sense of justice. 
If a person takes the priority seat wrongfully, there 
should be a voice, in the mind, to rebuke this act. 
Thus the sign like “ Yield priority seats” and “School 
students using the 50-cent student fare should stand 
for adults” are only be seen in the U.S. By creating an 
environment where no one can do something wrong 
without a resounding voice to say NO, American 
culture gives more priority to justice and equality to 
courtesy.  
 
IV. IMPLICATIONS  
 
The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis suggests that people 
speaking different languages interpret the same event 
in varied ways most likely because their thought 
patterns are shaped by their languages they use. In the 

case of “Priority Seating” signs, it is true that all the 
22 signs reflect the culture, ideology and codes of 
conduct people cherish . However, this study 
proposes that the differences in wording of these 
signs is shaping people’s understanding of the 
vacated seating area on the train or bus. In China, the 
sign has not been used until 1990s. That means 
people are taught by the government and its agents to 
give up this seat, more for the reason of morals than 
as a social manner. This is a good example that 
language serves as a tool to change people’s way of 
thinking. In more developed areas, including 
Singapore, this sign serves as an appeal, according to 
then social conditions, to arouse people’s attention to 
wrongful occupation of “Priority Seat”. This is to 
reiterate a rule long established and observed. In 
brief, the Chinese sign is an exception since it is a 
governmental campaign to practice a new code of 
behavior.  
 
Another implication is on culture and decision 
making. Americans, for example, may favor 
considering many possibilities, testing each as a 
hypothesis, and then choosing the best solution based 
on the available information. China, characteristic of 
collectivistic cultures have a much greater tendency 
to involve others in their decision-making processes, 
asking opinions and advice. As a result, the Chinese 
sign is a borrowing from British Metro , and it gives 
little consideration to its national conditions. A proof 
is that no Chinese bus has the board for wheelchairs, 
and the disabled in China are most likely to take a 
bus. But the sign still reads in Chinese version “seats 
for the elderly, the weak, the sick and the disabled ”. 
It is reasonable to conclude that when China is 
keeping in line with international culture, the 
decision-making strategy is on the level of imitating. 
More critical thinking is needed in the future.  
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Last but not the least, communication styles are fully 
displayed by diversified versions of “Priority 
Seating” signs. English speaking cultures, with 
America as its representative, seldom  synchronize 
their choices with others, whereas collectivistic 
cultures involve greater social penetration. In the case 
of “Priority Seating” signs, Chinese sign is a 
communication between the government and 
passengers, who are deemed as executives of the 
order to vacate the seat. On the contrary, signs of 
English speaking countries are communication 
between passengers because the sign is a kind 
reminder of a social etiquette.  
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